
Some Good News 
 
Dear Parents,  
  
If you are anything like us, you have been feeling very frustrated by the constant 
uncertainty, the inability to make decisions based on so few facts, and having to wait to 
be told what we are and are not allowed to do. “What is going to happen next?” means 
something very different to us than it did a few months ago when we had a little more 
control in our lives! It is hard not to feel discouraged and down. But we have good news.  
 
Just as you have likely been reading over the CDC and Ohio guidelines for re-opening, 
we too have been doing our homework. We have been on calls with members of 
Governor DeWine’s office, Ohio Department of Health and Human Services, and the 
CDC. We have also been working with the Jefferson County Health Department. We 
know the guidance is going to change as the summer continues on but we want you to 
know we have a working plan for how to follow requirements.  
 
We are blessed at Sacred Heart Villa. Unlike most other schools, Mary Seat of Wisdom 
is optimally positioned to comply with CDC guidelines and therefore more likely to open 
for in person learning in September without very much disruption to your child.  
  

● Every classroom has its own outside door for access that does not require 
a teacher or children to walk through the building to get to their specific 
classroom. 

● Every classroom has space and numbers of children that allow for social 
distancing and moving through spaces without having to pass closely, for 
instance, furniture is moveable (nothing is attached to the walls) and there 
are large spaces between things. 

● Every classroom has its own bathroom for the children in that group and 
only one person at a time uses it. 

● Last summer it was clear that the elementary class would need to move 
their classroom down to the room that we used this past year as the Great 
Room. This gives each group of children their own hall way and complete 
area to move around in.  

● Already inherent in a Montessori Classroom are created hand washing 
stations and time set aside for hand washing lessons and hand washing.  

● The elementary children have always used their own cubbies for their 
work. We can get drawers for the primary children. 



● Children can use their own pencils and belongings and keep them in their 
individual drawers/ cubbies. In addition, each child can have their own 
individual work mat and space to work.  

● Learning materials can be used individually and then disinfected and 
covered with sheets until sharing is allowed. 

● Primary children can spend time working outside on their class patio and 
still be seen by their Guide. By moving the elementary class to the larger 
room, a patio can also be created outside their side door.  In addition, 
working outside in nature has always been a large component of the work 
at Mary Seat of Wisdom. 

● Our rooms have windows, open spaces, and we are looking into 
purchasing air purifiers with HEPA filters as more information comes out 
from the CDC. 

● Our property at the Sacred Heart Villa is large. Simply by blocking off the 
driveway with cones, we can create a much bigger playground area than 
we have used before. We have more than ample space to run and play 
games at social distances. There are so many different lessons that can 
be taught outdoors that we hadn’t even begun to explore in the previous 
years. 

● We have separate hallways and foyers for each age group to enter the 
building and to leave their belongings. The children can change here from 
their outdoor shoes to their indoor shoes. 

● Parents can pick up and drop off their children easily from multiple side 
doors. 

● Children don’t have to move from one room to another for each class 
subject and there aren’t different teachers for every subject, so exposure 
between people is already very limited. 

● We have 2 enclosed rooms in our building where a sick child can be safely 
quarantined while waiting to be picked up if necessary. 

● We have a team of teachers who communicate and work well with each 
other. 

●  And lastly we have an ample supply of equipment, information and plans 
for handling this COVID-19 era. 
 

So you can see we have many reasons to be optimistic about the fall and we look 
forward to adapting and thriving together. 
 
Peace,  
Maggie Dobbins, Anna Acciani and Rebekah Feeley 


